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The Leiden(?)-London-Amsterdam painter Gerard or Gerrit Pietersz. van Zijl (c. 1607-
1665) is known for his delicate, high-society genre paintings. Elegant figures dressed 
in silk and satin enjoy innocent pastimes and decorous flirtations in costly interiors 
or on gracious terraces. Often they play or listen to music, and their poses have a cer-
tain choreographic daintiness, painted with subtlety and skill. Despite his talent and 
the appreciation he enjoyed in his lifetime, he has not made it higher than the lowest 
rungs of the ladder of recognition in the modern historiography of Dutch painting. 
Unnoticed until now is that the artist is also the author of one of the better docu-
mented small portrait oeuvres of the mid-seventeenth century (see Table i).1 The 
evidence lies in sources of considerable authority: the testament of a sitter; the es-
tate inventory of a sitter’s spouse; a poem of praise by Joost van den Vondel (1587-
1679); five tributes, naming six sitters, by Jan Vos (1612-1667); and three contempo-
raneous reproduction prints incised with a credit to Van Zijl’s authorship of the 
two underlying paintings (figs. 1-3). These references show that the artist enjoyed 
the favor of prominent persons in the great regent families as well as in intellectual, 
artistic and mercantile circles. What makes this article a ghost story is that not a 
single one of the ten paintings so documented is known today or even seems to 
have been noticed again following its initial entry into the historical record.

a sketchy cv
Gerard Pietersz. himself is something of a spook. His biographer Arnold Houbraken 
(1660-1719) wrote of his origins: ‘Some say he was an Amsterdamer; others that he 
was from Leiden, the son of a framemaker named Pieter Gerretze’.2 For nearly a 
hundred years he has been said – usually with a question mark – to have been born 
in Haarlem, the son of a framemaker ‘who designed him to be a lawyer’s clerk’.3 
On what grounds this rests I have been unable to ascertain. The issue was seem-
ingly decided in favor of Leiden with the rediscovery of a remarkable document 
first published in 1875 but that remained unnoticed by art historians until Tom van 
der Molen came across it in November 2011 and had it inserted into the entry on the 
artist in the indispensable online database rkdartists&. It is the record of Van Zijl’s 
matriculation in Leiden University on 18 November 1652: ‘Gerardus Petri van Zyl, 
Leidensis. 44, Hist. Human. ergo’.4 Before closing the case, however, it must be said 
that a search on the exhaustive online facility of the Leiden archives (archiefleiden.
nl) turned up no record of a Pieter Gerritsz. or Gerrit Pietersz. van Zijl. Concerning 
Van Zijl’s date of birth we have confirmation of the matriculation entry in a sworn 
statement of 1646, where his age is said to be approximately 39. Both documents 
place his birth in 1607 or 1608.5 His burial on 19 December 1665 took place in the 
Oude Kerk, Amsterdam. He lived in the Warmoesstraat and his funeral cost the 
respectable sum of 15 guilders.6 The main facts concerning the career of Van Zijl are 
reported by Arnold Houbraken thus:

It seems to me that in his artistic drive he followed in the footsteps of Anthonie 
van Dyck. At least, that is the reason given for why he went to England, where 
he actually lived upstairs from Van Dyck in Westminster. He was a great friend 
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of Van Dyck’s and often had the honor of seeing him 
paint, leading people to believe that he derived his artis-
tic methods from him, in the same way as Graasbeek [Joos 
van Craesbeeck (1605/06-1660/61)] learned from [Adriaen] 
Brouwer [1605/06-1638]. If you reconstruct the sequence 
of events, you find that this was the period when he estab-
lished the foundation of his art. Nor was it a moment too 
soon, since Van Dyck died in 1641, at which time Gerards re-
turned to his birthplace Amsterdam. From 1655 to 1658 he 
lived in a back room on the Hartestraat, where he practiced 
art in silence. Those who knew him tell me that at the time 
he was a young man about forty years old. His skillful han-
dling of the brush earned him the nickname ‘the small-scale 
Van Dyck’.7

Jaap van der Veen has published previously unknown documents 
that tell us that Van Zijl lived in the Hartestraat in the Jordaan in 
Amsterdam by 1647, in the house of the surgeon Jacob Dielofsz. 
Block (1600/01-1664),8 and that after his death Jan Meures and 
his wife Judith Weijntjes claimed to be and were recognized by 
the courts as Van Zijl’s sole heirs, leading Van der Veen to sug-
gest that he had been living in their house when he died.9 These 
ties are of greater significance than a mere landlord-tenant re-
lationship. Both Jacob Dielofsz. Block and Jan Meures played 
roles of some importance in Amsterdam literary and artistic 
life. As we shall see, in 1651 Gerard Pietersz. was to be accorded 
a singular honor when a high-standing volume of poetry was 

dedicated to him. This constellation speaks of more than mere coincidence. The art-
ist would seem to have been taken up in the households of these lovers of literature.  
The only other detail from the life of the artist that I have found in the literature is 
that on 7 August 1660 he was appointed guardian to the children of his colleague 
Jacob van Loo (1614-1670), who after stabbing a wine merchant to death in a fight 
was preparing to flee the country.10 Gerard Pietersz. was apparently a man you 
could turn to when the chips were down. In 1687 a painter named Antonie Geeraards 
joined the society for painters in The Hague, the Confrerie Pictura. According to 
Pieter Terwesten he was the son of Gerard Pietersz. and painted genre scenes in his 
father’s style. The absence of any reference to a wife or child in documents pertain-
ing to Gerard Pietersz. makes this unlikely. Yet it is intriguing that Antonie has the 
forename of Gerard’s great hero.11 Concerning Van Zijl’s work, Houbraken writes:

Most of the paintings by him that one comes across are merry companies of 
young women and gentlemen dressed in the fashion of the time. All are painted 
from life – from attractive models at that. A particularly striking feature are the 
women’s hands, which rival what I have said about Van Dyck in terms of paint-
erly technique as well as in sensitivity and beauty of form.12

The rest of the story is told by the anonymous author of the desultory entry on Van 
Zijl in Thieme-Becker: ‘Painted mainly party scenes that were valued very highly 
by contemporaries and in the eighteenth century still fetched higher prices than 
Vermeer. Afterwards Van Zijl fell into oblivion and his works, which were seldom 
signed, rebaptized with better-known names’.13 The rest of the twentieth-century 
literature on the artist consists mainly of a single paragraph by Abraham Bredius in 
an article of 1905 and two pages in The Burlington Magazine, 1922, by J.H.J. Mellaart, 

1. Paulus Pontius after a lost painting by 
Gerard Pietersz. van Zijl, Portrait of Adolf 
Vorstius (1597-1633), engraving, 313 x 234 mm, 
Montreal, McGill University, The Osler Library 
Print Collection, image no. opf000941. 
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who with the help of Bredius, Cornelis Hofstede de Groot, Georg Gronau and I.Q. 
van Regteren Altena, compiled a list of 29 extant paintings – 26 genre paintings, 
two history paintings and one portrait – formerly attributed to 17 different masters. 
This situation is in marked contradiction to the justified remark by Albert Blankert 
in his catalogue of the Bredius Museum: ‘Van Zijl is exceptional for his spry touch, 
with its Flemish overtones, making his work easy to recognize’.14 Our artist has to 
date not benefitted from the blessings of connoisseurship.

Following an appreciative paragraph by Wilhelm Martin in his book on Dutch sev-
enteenth-century painting (1935), neither Jakob Rosenberg and Seymour Slive (1966) 
nor Bob Haak (1984) found him worthy of mention in their own surveys. This neglect 
is unjustified, on account of Van Zijl’s considerable gifts as a painter, the promi-
nence of his portrait sitters, and the artist’s unique position in literary-artistic life. 

van zijl’s distinguished portrait sitters
The regents who patronized Van Zijl were members of the greatest Amsterdam fam-
ilies of all at mid-century, the Bickers and De Graeffs. The death inventory of Pieter 
de Graeff (1638-1707), drawn up on 2 October 1710, bequeathed to a daughter of the 
deceased, Agneta de Graeff (1663-1725): ‘Two portraits, one of Mr Pieter de Graeff by 
[Gerard] ter Borch, and the other of Mrs Jacoba Bicker by Gerard van Zijl [together 
(appraised at) 160 guilders]’.15 Occurring as it does in the probate inventory of Pieter 
de Graeff himself, as one of the prized family heirlooms, hung ‘op de groote kamer’ 
(in the large room), the accuracy of this piece of evidence can hardly be doubted. 
Pieter de Graeff was keen on his artists as well as his family; his inventory is one of 
the few in which many artists are identified, presumably on the basis of informa-

3. Wallerand Vaillant after a lost painting by 
Gerard Pietersz. van Zijl, Portrait of Govert Flinck 
(1615-1660), mezzotint, 228 x 176 mm, London, 
British Museum, inv. no. 1874,0808.1052. 

2. Abraham Bloteling after a lost painting by 
Gerard Pietersz. van Zijl, Portrait of Govert Flinck 
(1615-1660), engraving, 273 x 214 mm, Amsterdam, 
Rijksmuseum, Rijksprentenkabinet, inv. no.  
rp-p-1907-310.  
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tion that he had recorded before his death. Among the painters of family portraits in the 
inventory we find Thomas de Keyser (c. 1596-1667), Rembrandt van Rijn (1606/07-1669), 
Bartholomeus van der Helst (1613-1670), Gerard ter Borch (1617-1681), Caspar Netscher 
(1639-1684), Michiel van Musscher (1645-1705) and Willem van Mieris (1662-1747). That 
Gerard Pietersz. is named by name in the inventory (not all artists were) shows that 
45 years after his death he was still ranked with the great names in Dutch portraiture. 
Pieter and Jacoba Bicker (1640-1695) were married in 1662, so that if Van Zijl painted her 
as a pendant to the portrait of Pieter by Gerard ter Borch, as it was hung in the early 
eighteenth century, it can only have been made in the last three years of his life. In any 
case it could hardly have been painted much earlier, since Jacoba was only 22 years old 
when she married. True pendants of the two, standing, in three-quarters length, were 
painted by Caspar Netscher in 1663.16

The younger generations of Bickers and De Graeffs in these portraits did not have 
the political clout exercised by their parents or their uncle Andries de Graeff (1611-
1678), the family member painted by Rembrandt. Nonetheless, Jacoba’s sister Wendela 
Bicker (1635-1668) was married to Johan de Witt (1625-1672), the leading personality in 
national politics from 1653 until his lynching in 1672. They did enjoy the same phenom-
enal wealth. Wendela left a tidy 160,000 guilders upon her early death. When Agneta de 
Graeff died childless in 1725 as the widow of Jan Baptista de Hochepied (1669-1709), she 
left close to 900,000 guilders, one of the largest fortunes in the country. Their man-
sion in The Hague, across the street from the Mauritshuis, is presently occupied by 
the Kabinet der Koningin (The Queen’s Office).17 What happened to Van Zijl’s portrait 
of her mother is unknown. If it survived, it was probably stripped in later inventories 
of its key identifiers.

Van Zijl’s portrait sitters in the field of science and literature were even more impor-
tant than the regents he painted. The Leiden professor of medicine and botany Adolph 
Vorstius (1597-1663) was a respected proponent of his scientific specialties and the 
mentor of the better-known Franciscus Sylvius de la Boe (1614-1672). In 1634, in a dis-
putation in Leiden under the responsibility of Vorstius, Sylvius made a name for him-
self by defending, for the first time in the Netherlands, William Harvey’s controversial 
theory that blood circulates through the body. Van Zijl’s name was linked to that of 
Vorstius in a public form. His portrait of Vorstius was copied in an engraving by the 
Antwerp graphic artist Paulus Pontius (1603-1658) and published first by the Leiden 
academic publisher Cornelis Banheining and then by the Amsterdam map publish-
er Hugo Allardt (c. 1628-1691) (fig. 1).18 Allardt was an Amsterdam publisher of maps. 
The print was an item for international dissemination, a graphic contribution to the 
Republic of Letters. Considering the apparent age of the sitter as a man in his forties or 
early fifties, the painted portrait that served as the model for the print will have been 
made not long after the epochal debate in Leiden, the print some decades later. 

A learned Dutchwoman also sat for Van Zijl. Suzanna van Baerle (1622-1674) was the 
daughter of the famous Leiden-Amsterdam professor Caspar Barlaeus (1584-1648). 
Van Zijl’s portrait of Suzanna, which was made in 1652, was praised in 1653 in a poem 
by Joost van den Vondel, the prince of Dutch poets. The poem ends with the lines: 

De scho[o]nheit, jeugt en deugt verzamen hier te gader.
Maer ’t rijp verstant verbeelt het oordeel van haer’ Vader.
(Beauty, youth and virtue are gathered in one cluster
But ripe intelligence reflects her father’s lustre.)

Barlaeus’s lustre (word chosen for the sake of rhyme) consisted of his good judgment – 
which unfortunately he lost to mental illness before his death. Remnants of Suzanna’s 
brilliance are only to be found in a number of poems by her hand.
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The title of Vondel’s poem in its earliest printing, 
in a volume of poetry brought out in 1653 as the sec-
ond volume of Verscheyde Nederduytsche gedichten 
(Assorted Dutch poems) was: ‘Op d’Afbeeldinge 
van / Susanna van Baerle, / De Bruidt van / G. Brandt’ 
(On the picture of Susanna van Baerle, the bride of 
G. Brandt).19 The same title, with the bride’s name 
spelled Zuzanna, was placed above the printing 
of the poem in the second volume of Vondel’s col-
lected poetry, published in 1660. In neither is the 
artist named. Then came the third edition, in 1682, 
with the title: ‘Op Suzanna van Baerle, De bruidt 
van Geeraerdt Brandt, / door Geeraerdt van Zyl 
geschildert’ (On Suzanna van Baerle, the bride of 
Geeraerdt Brandt, painted by Gerard van Zijl).20

The absence of the artist’s name in the earlier 
printings of the poem might raise the suspicion 
that the identification was apocryphal. That suspi-
cion is however removed when one learns that the 
editor of the 1682 edition of Vondel’s poetry was no 
one other than Geeraerdt Brandt (1626-1685), Su-
sanna’s bridegroom of 1652 and in 1682 the owner 
of the painting of his long-departed wife. Also 
added to the particulars in the latter edition was 
the date mdclii.21

the painter and the poets
The portrait of Suzanna van Baerle was not the only 
tie between Geeraerdt Brandt and Gerard Pietersz. 
van Zijl. Brandt was a tireless writer and editor 
with dozens of literary, historical and theological publications to his credit, from 
his debut in 1645 until his death 40 years later. One of his early accomplishments 
was the editing of the two volumes of Verscheyde Nederduytsche gedichten in 1651 and 
1653. He shared credit for the first volume with a group of prominent collaborators: 
Jan Vos (1612-1667), Jan Six van Chandelier (1620-1695), Tobias van Domselaer (1611-
1685), Gerard Pietersz. himself and a final editor with the initials clb. The identity 
of the sixth editor is left open in the historiography of Dutch literature. Acting on 
a clue supplied by Gregor Weber, I advance here the name of Cornelis Le Blon (1616-
1686), the son of the Swedish agent Michel Le Blon (1587-1656). Michel is the subject 
of a poem in the volume by Reyer Anslo (1622-1669), a lament on Le Blon’s long 
absence in Sweden put in the mouth of Le Blon’s wife Margreet.22 Cornelis, who is 
named in the poem, was in 1651 in the process of taking over his father’s network 
and wide range of commercial, political and artistic interests. Participation in this 
prominent literary project fits in nicely with Cornelis’s position in life as well as 
his initials.

Gerard Pietersz. was not only one of the editors in 1651 of Verscheyde Nederduytsche 
gedichten, showing him to have been au courant with the writings of ‘Grotius, 
Hooft, Barlaeus, Huygens, Vondel and others’, as the title page has it. The book was 
moreover dedicated to him, in a letter from ‘De uytgever aen Geeraerdt Pietersz. 
van Syl’, dated 14 July 1651. In it, the publisher speaks of himself as a poet, writing: 

Gracious friend, […] Poetry, which shows such great resemblance to your paint-
ing that [a poet] often paints with words, while [a painter] speaks with colors, 

4. Cornelis van Dalen after a lost painting by 
Gerard Pietersz. van Zijl, Portrait of Govert Flinck 
(1615-1660), back chalk, with wash in black ink,  
236 x 183 mm, inscribed: ‘G Dov’, Leiden, 
Printroom of the Leiden University Library,  
inv. no. pk-t-aw 1197. 
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provides me with the opportunity to offer you poems for paintings and words 
for colors. These are the assorted poems that I dedicate to you; and publish under 
your name: not so much to provide pleasure and entertainment to all speakers of 
the Dutch language, as to avoid the appearance of ingratitude for your courtesy.23

The nature of Van Zijl’s courtesy is not specified, but the text makes much of ‘favors 
that you granted me so unexpectedly and unasked for’, for which the dedication is 
a recompense.24 Nor are we sure who the publisher is. Lodewyck Spillebout is un-
known as a writer, and the same dedication appears in the 1659 edition of Verscheyde 
Nederduytsche gedichten, which was published by Gerrit Willemsz. Doornick. It 
makes more sense to seek the ‘publisher’ in the editor, in which case Geeraerdt 
Brandt, who is assumed to have performed the real editorial work on the volume, is 
the most likely candidate; the unsolicited favor would have been the presentation 
of a painting. Tom van der Molen, in his contribution to the present volume, dem-
onstrates that a poem published in 1658 contains the very same message – that is, an 
expression of gratitude by Brandt to a painter for the gift of a painting; the painting, 
Van der Molen proposes, was a (lost or as yet unrecognized) portrait of the recipi-
ent’s fiancée, Suzanna van Baerle, and the painter Gerard Pietersz.25

However this may be, the place of Gerard Pietersz. van Zijl in the prestigious Ver-
scheyde Nederduytsche gedichten is an honorable one and a sign of his high standing 
in the Amsterdam literary world. The dedication of a serious work of literature to 
a professional painter is to my knowledge unique in Dutch letters and merits more 
attention than it has hitherto been granted. Was it this honor that led him to reg-
ister 13 months later in Leiden University? To live up to the reputation as a learned 
painter that had already been bestowed on him? The wording of Van Zijl’s registra-
tion – ‘Hist.’ – means that he was inscribed as a ‘Historiae studiosus’, a student of 
history. The rest of the inscription tells us something else of interest: ‘Human. ergo’ 
is short for ‘Humanitatis ergo inscriptus’, meaning that tuition was waived on hu-
manitarian grounds, because the student was unable to pay.26 Apparently, Van Zijl 
fell victim to the collapse of the market for paintings that followed on the outbreak 
of the First Anglo-Dutch War in 1652. 

Van Zijl’s celebrity reached a highpoint in 1654, when Jan Vos published a paean 
to the art of painting in Amsterdam, Strydt tussen de doodt en natuur, of Zeege der schil-
derkunst (The battle between Death and Nature, or The triumph of painting).27 In a 
famous line from the poem, he lists seventeen of the most renowned painters and 
sculptors active in the city, starting with Rembrandt and Govert Flinck. Halfway 
through, Vos lauds Van Zijl, ‘wiens daade’ / In ’t kleen zoo groot zijn dat de Doodt 
moet vliên’ (whose small-scale achievements are so vast that Death is put on the 
run). The wording calls to mind the designation that Arnold Houbraken later said 
was assigned to Van Zijl in the 1650s in Amsterdam: ‘Van Dyk, in ’t kleyn’ (a small-
scale Van Dyck).

That the artists of Amsterdam also accorded Van Zijl a place of honor in their 
midst is attested by his best-known portrait. Three early sources provide us with 
images of Van Zijl’s lost portrait of Govert Flinck (1615-1660), made in the years 
of Flinck’s ascendancy in the Amsterdam art world in the latter 1650s. Two of the 
sources are portrait prints of Flinck – an engraving by Abraham Bloteling (1640-
1690; fig. 2),28 and a mezzotint by Wallerand Vaillant (1623-1677; fig. 3)29 – with in-
scriptions saying that the image is based on a painting by Van Zijl. The third is a 
drawing after it attributed to Bloteling’s former master Cornelis van Dalen (1638-
1658/64; fig. 4). (The presumption proferred with great certainty by A. Welcker that 
the prints were made after the drawing – which was in Welcker’s collection at the 
time – and not after Van Zijl’s painting is unnecessary and contrary to the evidence 
of the inscriptions on the prints).30
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Van Zijl’s vanishing act in the art market and art history awaits further study. As 
a final contribution to rescuing him from oblivion, I close with an undocument-
ed and unsigned painting, which if the attribution to Van Zijl is correct would be 
his most significant surviving portrait. It is a group portrait of three generations 
of a prosperous family and their servants, with a chamber ensemble playing for 
them on a balcony above their salon (fig. 5). When the painting was auctioned at 
Christie’s in New York on 19 April 2007, as by Van Zijl, the catalogue entry said of it:

[…] members of an extended family gather around a table within an elegant and 
spacious interior. Like a merry company scene it features food, drink, and ani-
mated conversation but the attention to particular physiognomies and the pres-
ence of the seated man at the right looking directly at the viewer place it firmly 
within the realm of portraiture. Van Zijl’s handling of materials and surfaces 
recalls the best of the Leiden fijnschilders and passages such as the classicizing 
arch that reveals a cloudy sky at the center of the scene and the hands of the 
woman entering from the left are reminiscent of Van Dyck. Mellaart mentions a 
lost portrait by Van Zijl of his own family and it is tempting to speculate about 
whether this fits such criteria, as the man looking out at the viewer follows con-
temporary conventions of self portraiture.31

5. Gerard Pietersz. van Zijl, A group portrait of a 
family in an elegant interior, canvas, 83.8 x 101.6 cm, 
present whereabouts unknown. 
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sitter

Susanna van Baerle (1622-1674), the wife 
of Geeraerdt Brandt

Jacoba Bicker (1640-1695), the wife of 
Pieter de Graeff (1638-1707)

Jacomo Borchgraeff (c. 1606-1673), Maria 
van Uffelen (1616-80) and their children

Hendrick Bugge van Ring with his wife 
Aeltge Hendricksdr. van Swieten and 

their daughter

table i – Documented portraits by Gerard Pietersz. van Zijl

source

‘Op Suzanna van Baerle, De bruidt van Geeraerdt Brandt, door Geeraerdt van Zyl 
geschildert. mdclii’ (On Suzanna van Baerle, the bride of Geeraerdt Brandt, painted 
by Geeraerdt van Zyl)
J. v. Vondels Poëzy of Verscheide gedichten, op een nieu by een vergadert, en met veele ook 
voorheen nooit gedrukte dichten vermeerdert. Mitsgaders een aanleidinge ter Nederduitsche 
dichtkunste en het Leven des dichters, Franeker (Leonard Strik) 1682 (edited by the spouse 
of the sitter), p. 604

‘Twee poirtraicten, ’t eene van den Hr. Pieter de Graaff door Ter Burgh ende ’t ander 
van Vrouwe Jacoba Bicker door Gerard van Zijl 160:-:-’ (Two portraits, one of Mr Pieter 
de Graaff by Ter Burgh [Gerard Terborch] and the other of Mrs Jacoba Bicker by Gerard 
van Zijl, 160 [guilders for both])
Inventory of the widower of the sitter, Pieter de Graeff, 9 March 1709, Stadsarchief 
Amsterdam, Notarial Archive, inv. no. 5001, fols. 425-549, p. 7, item 112b 33

‘[Aan] Geertruy het groot stuk uytbeeldende haar en haar overleede mans geheele 
huysgesin, gedaan door Gerards tot Amsterdam in de Hertestraat’ (To Geertruy the 
large painting portraying her and her late husband’s entire family, made by Gerards in 
Amsterdam in the Hertestraat)
Testament of the sitter, Maria van Uffelen, 28 April 1679, Stadsarchief Amsterdam, 
Notarial Archive, inv. no. 2160, notary J. d’Amour, pp. 36-40 and 39a 34

A painting by Gerard Pietersz. van Zijl with three portraits, being Hendrick Bugge van 
Ring, his wife and their daughter
Inventory of sitters Hendrick Bugge van Ring and Aeltge Hendricksdr. van Swieten, 
30 maart 1667, Regionaal Archief Leiden, Old Notarial Archive, inv. no. 1005, notary 
Lambertus van Swieten

In keeping with the spectral nature of Gerard Pietersz. van Zijl, Mellaart’s reference 
cannot be traced. The absence in the documents of any family connections and the 
suggestion they contain that Gerard Pietersz. lived a solitary life, lead one to sus-
pect that Mellaart was deceived.

There is another reason to cite the painting here. Before the German invasion of 
the Netherlands in May 1940 the painting was held by the Dutch Jewish art dealer 
Jacques Goudstikker (1897-1940). It was acquired by the Germans in a forced sale 
and recovered after the war by the Allies. The Christie’s catalogue says of its post-
war status that it was ‘in the custody of the Dutch Government’ until it was re-
turned to the Goudstikker family in February 2006. This is not quite the case. For 
half a century after the 1950s the Dutch government considered itself to be the legal 
owner of the painting. It was only because of the courageous recommendations in 
2003 and 2004 of a government-appointed committee chaired by Rudi Ekkart and 
named after him the Ekkart committee that formal ‘legalities’ were overridden and 
the portrait was restituted, with 201 other paintings, to the widow of Goudstikker’s 
son Edo.32

The buyer of what may well be Gerard Pietersz. van Zijl’s masterpiece at Chris-
tie’s for $50,400 plus charges got a terrific bargain. Let us hope that a good mu-
seum will be able to take advantage of the opportunity to acquire it.
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sitter

Sybrandt Camay (1615-1674) and Maria 
Koppen (born c. 1627)

Govert Flinck (1615-1660)

Cornelia Pauw

Willem Pauw

Hendrick Sandra (1619-1707), husband of 
Margreet Tortarolis

Margreet Tortarolis (1627-1681), wife of 
Hendrick Sandra

Adolf Vorstius (1597-1663)

source

‘Sybrandt Kamey, En Maria Koppen Zyn Huisvrouw. Door Geeraarts geschildert’ 
(Sybrandt Kamey and Maria Koppen his wife. Painted by Geeraarts)
J. Vos, Alle de gedichten, Amsterdam (Jacob Lescaille) 1662, p. 263

Known from two contemporaneous copies in which the artist is named:
Engraving by Abraham Bloteling (Hollstein 13/i), inscribed: ‘GPr. Zyll Pinx.’  
(G and P entwined) / ‘ABlotelingh sculp.’ (A and B entwined)
Mezzotint by Wallerand Vaillant (Hollstein 174/ii), inscribed: ‘Geraers Pinx. W. Vaillant  
f et Exc.’ and ‘Govaert Flinck / Celebris apud Amsteloedamenses Pictor’

‘Juffrouw Kornelia Pauw. Door Geeraarts geschildert’ (Miss Kornelia Pauw. Painted by 
Geeraarts)
J. Vos, Alle de gedichten, Amsterdam (Jacob Lescaille) 1662, p. 200

‘Op d’afbeelding van den E. Heer Willem Pauw, Door Geeraarts van Zyl geschildert’  
(On the picture of Mr. Willem Pauw, painted by Geeraarts van Zyl)
J. Vos, Alle de gedichten, Amsterdam (Jacob Lescaille) 1662, pp. 784-785

‘Den Eed. Gestr. Heer Hendrik Sandra, Ridder, &c. Ritmeester. Door Geeraarts van Zyl 
geschildert’ (Mr Hendrik Sandra [with title indicating that he was a jurist], Knight etc. 
Officer in the Cavalry, painted by Geeraarts van Zyl)
J. Vos, Alle de gedichten, Amsterdam (Jacob Lescaille) 1662, p. 146

‘Mejuffer Margareta Tortarolus, Zyn Gemaalin, door de zelfde geschildert’  
(Miss Margareta Tortarolus, his wife, painted by the same)
J. Vos, Alle de gedichten, Amsterdam (Jacob Lescaille) 1662, pp. 146-147

Engraving by Paulus Pontius (Hollstein 136), inscribed: ‘Gerardus Petri pinxit. Paulus 
Pontius sculpsit’, in second state with address: ‘C. Banheining excud.’, in third state: 
‘Hugo Allard Excudit’

  * The author is pleased to acknowledge the kind 
advice and assistance of Nina Geerdink, Ad 
Leerintveld, Anton van der Lem, Tom van der 
Molen, Jef Schaeps and – for generously shar-
ing unpublished documents with me – Jaap 
van der Veen. A colleague I was unable to con-
sult without endangering the surprise effect of 
his festschrift was Rudi Ekkart. I look forward 
confidently to the solutions he will come up 
with to the riddles presented in this paper.
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